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The ASEAN Agreement on Disaster Management and Emergency Response or AADMER lists down 16 functions of the AHA Centre. As the AHA Centre continues to expand its capacity, it becomes more capable to carry out all of its functions. The AHA Centre groups its functions into four major core functions.
The AHA Centre
Disaster Monitoring and Analysis Workflow

Monitoring and Analysis
Collecting information from NDMO, AMS geological and meteorological agencies; Observing hazards through DMRS and AMS websites; Analysis for any potential threat/impact to the region

Recording and Updating
Maintenance of the ASEAN Disaster Information Network (ADINet) through recording and updating of disaster records using verified information from official sources

Coordination
Maintain coordination and communication with ASEAN Member States’ National Disaster Management Organisations’ focal persons and related agencies and the ASEAN Emergency Response and Assessment Team

Information Dissemination
Disseminate information products and bulletins within AHA Centre for the EOC Alert Level and the units corresponding course of action; to the AHA Centre Network (ASEC, ASEAN-SG, ACDM/AHA Centre GB), partners, donors, subscribers, etc.

Source: DMA Guidelines v4-2018, AHA Centre (www.ahacentre.org)
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Disaster Monitoring and Analysis Workflow

Official information sources, partners, and network